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GREAT Expectations stands for:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Group work
Reflection
Evaluation of self and peers
Application of course content to real-world problems
Testing (pre- and post-testing)

GREAT Expectations encompasses all of the
techniques and technologies that the presenters
use to promote active and collaborative learning in
their online and face-to-face courses and to
encourage students to take more responsibility for
their own learning.
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The challenge that the presenters face is how to encourage active
and collaborative learning in an undergraduate degree program that
is comprised of a wide range of courses and a diverse student
population.
The presenters teach face-to-face and online required and elective
courses that are part of this degree and they have used a number of
techniques and technologies to promote student engagement so
that students are more than just passive recipients of course content
and are motivated to do their best work.
The presenters also believe that students who are more responsible
for their own learning and who participate fully throughout the
semester will have a more realistic view of their performance in the
course and what it takes to achieve excellence.
This has the added benefit of helping to combat unrealistic
expectations and an entitlement attitude about grades and
addresses the tendency towards grade inflation in courses.
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Research suggests that learning that emphasizes understanding and
the acquisition of knowledge requires the active and engaged
participation of the learner.
Active and collaborative learning can increase levels of student
satisfaction, engagement, connectedness, and attainment of course
content - all of these promote student success.
This is especially important in online courses, which already lose
some of the personal connection between faculty and students and
the sense of community among students.
Moreover, the literature also reveals a significant disconnect
between actual academic performance and the grades that students
expect to receive as well as an entitlement view that supports a
passive approach to learning.
Self-reflection and peer evaluation also promote important “soft
skills” that students need to learn, such as the ability to work in
teams, to meet deadlines, and to be able to give and receive
constructive criticism that focuses on the work that has been done
rather than on personal characteristics.
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The presenters use a combination of techniques and technologies to
provide both formative and summative feedback to students so that
students are actively engaged in their own learning and have a
clearer view of their performance and what is required to achieve
excellence in their courses.
Among these assessment methods are self-reflection, peer
evaluation, pre-tests and post-tests, team projects and oral
presentations where students grade each other.
In terms of self-assessment, preliminary results indicate that
students tend to be honest to almost harsh in evaluating their own
participation in class on such elements as engagement, attention
and behavior.
Moreover, peer evaluation provides an opportunity for more regular
and robust feedback throughout the semester beyond what the
faculty member can provide, especially in larger classes.
The presenters will review the performance in their courses over
time to see whether what they have implemented has impacted
participation, grades and student satisfaction.
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Team Projects – in INFO I210, INFO 211, INFO
I421
In INFO I421, groups of 3-4 students:

◦ Identify a real client outside of the school and interview
the client about his/her database management needs
◦ Design a system that supports the needs of the client
◦ Build the database management application
◦ Document the project
◦ Present their project in four stages to the entire class
◦ Conduct a peer review of each other
◦ Faculty member grades the team, but adjusts it based on
peer review information from the students on that team
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In INFO I453, students complete a Self-Assessment
on Professional Ethics, where they respond to
scenarios of potentially unethical and/or illegal
behavior
Students then compare their responses to those of a
panel and reflect on how their responses were similar
or different and why
Likewise, the Pre-Test and Post-Test on Computer
and Information Ethics results in students comparing
their responses from the beginning of the semester
with the end of the semester and reflecting on what
has changed and why
In Discussion Forum questions (all online courses),
students are asked about their experiences and views
related to the weekly course content
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Evaluation of Self (in INFO I201):

◦ On a weekly basis
◦ Each student evaluates his/her class participation using
a form (see handouts)
◦ Students give themselves a score on engagement,
attention and behavior of between 0 and 4
◦ Faculty member reviews the student scores and then
adjusts as needed based on the criteria and the faculty
member’s own observations

Evaluation of peers in Final Project (INFO I210,
I211 and I421) and incorporated into student
grade on the project
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In online courses, there is a weekly Discussion Forum
Class is divided in half
Half of the class responds to the Discussion Forum
questions for the odd-numbered Modules
The other half responds to the Discussion Forum
questions for the even-numbered Modules
The first question each week requires to review the
responses to the Discussion Forum questions for the
previous Module and provide feedback to one of the
students
Thus, students receive more feedback than just from the
faculty member and the TA on a regular basis
This also incentivizes students to provide thorough and
thoughtful responses in a timely manner, increasing their
chances for feedback from other students
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Creating the U.S. State Capitals game in INFO I211
10

Creating the
Kung Fu Panda
Media Library
application
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Creating an accident reconstruction in INFO I470
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Creating a timeline in INFO I470
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In INFO I453 Computer and Information Ethics, students
complete a “Pre-Test on Computer and Information Ethics”
at the beginning of the semester, which is a survey of their
views on a variety of potentially unethical or illegal
behaviors
Students complete the same survey at the end of the
semester
Final course assignment is to compare responses in the
Pre-Test with those in the Post-Test, to identify
similarities and differences and to explain the reasons for
these similarities and differences
Provides an opportunity for students to see how much
their views have changed during the semester and to think
about why
Shows the impact of the course on students’ views about
behaviors they may encounter in their careers
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